SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY

TOWARDS A GREENER FUTURE

REIMAGINE. RECREATE. RESTORE
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For Indian Railways, environmental conservation is a way of life. Railways, as such, is
the most eco-friendly mode of transport, with the least carbon footprints. In the last several
years, we have taken various steps such as reducing dependency on fossil fuels, improving
energy efficiency, facilitating recharging of ground water, water conservation & recycling of
waste water, developing forests on vacant stretches of railway land, providing bio-toilets on all
rolling stock, solid waste treatment plants, to name a few, towards environmental
conservation.
The focus of this year’s World Environment Day is ecosystem restoration. Special
emphasis has been laid upon making our railway stations clean and green. We have got our
railway stations certified with Environment Management System – ISO 14001:2015
Certification, thereby establishing systems in place for scientific management of waste in
stations, adopting environment-friendly practices in the day-to-day working of stations,
Coaching Depots and also raising awareness among station staff and passengers.

The

environment-friendly measures, in a sense, are a corollary to Swachh Rail Yojana which is a
part of Swachh Bharat Mission envisioned by the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India.
Our vision is to move towards a greener future, and be energy neutral, water neutral
and waste neutral. Team South Western Railway has contributed its bit towards ecosystem
restoration and sustainability by restoring water bodies and lakes, waste segregation and
management, mass plantations, and use of renewable energy.
On the occasion of World Environment Day, we commit to the theme of – ‘Reimagine,
Recreate and Restore’ for providing a sustainable environment for ourselves and future
generations.
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The theme of environment conservation is very close to my heart. As a connoisseur
of Railway Heritage, I believe that environmental conservation efforts in Railways shouldbe
an essential part of the planning process of development of infrastructure. To be
sustainable as an organisation, in the future, the key is to maintain sustainable
development of Railways duly giving environment its due.
In this spirit, in the last year we pooled the collective wisdom of our officials and
restored the century old Devaragudihal Lake: built in the early 20th century by the then
Southern Mahratta Railway, as they had fallen short of natural sources of water to meetthe
Railway-functioning requirements. The lake is spread over 278 acres of surface area: the
century old pipelines were traced, restored and the pump-house at the hill- top reservoir
near Ahobalpur, was renovated. This in-house effort, of South Western Railway has
resulted not only in enhancing the water supply to Railway establishments in Hubballi,
drawing water over 20 kms, from Deveragudihal but has also reduced the monthly water
bill by about Rs 10 lakhs. This is a step forward in self-sufficiency and resilience for an
organisation like SWR.
Railways has a lot of vacant land in the vicinity of tracks, frequently becoming the
soft- target for encroachment/garbage dumping. We have undertaken targeted efforts in
afforestation of such vacant lands. This would not only enhance the beauty of the place,
prevent encroachment but also result in enhancing the green cover in the region. We have
undertaken specific steps to nurture Miyawaki Forests, focusing on planting the locally
available species. Such forests have been successfully developed in Bengaluru Division.
We have adopted ‘green-thinking’ in our planning and project execution process. The
newly renovated Dharwad Railway Station has been beautified with a vertical garden.
Regular drives have been conducted to conserve water bodies-small and big- in the
vicinity of stations, workshops, colonies: too many to enumerate.
It is our hope that the message of environment conservation, specifically ‘ecosystem
restoration’ becomes a part of the psyche of every Railway-person, so that each deed of
his/her is tuned to the motto of protecting our nature.
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On the occasion of World Environment Day, I thank Team South Western Railway
for their untiring efforts to provide a clean transportation experience to the passengers of
South Western Railway. The jurisdiction of South Western Railway is spread over
Karnataka and parts of Goa, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh and we are consistently
taking up various ambitious projects make the Railway area and its surrounding into a
eco-friendly and pollution free habitat.
EnHM Wing is also working in tandem with all the other departments and State
Pollution Control Board and Urban Local Bodies to conform with the guidelines issued by
the Hon’ble National Green Tribunal as well as the Central Pollution Control Board. ISO14001, Water Audit and Energy Audit of all major stations is complete and the task of
obtaining Consent to Operate Stations under Water and Air Act is also nearing its
completion with 20 stations out of 38 already having received theConsent Certificate.
In an effort to consolidate the efforts put in by SWR, this report is prepared to
showcase the notable achievements.
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INDIAN RAILWAYS ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT

VISION
To promote green environment and clean energy while making the IndianRailways a global leader
in sustainable mass transport solutions.

MISSION
•

To promote energy conservation measures.

•

To maximize the use of alternate forms of clean energy, therebyminimizing the
carbon footprint of Railways.

•

To provide clean and hygienic environment to customers.

•

To promote conservation of water and other natural resources.

• To march towards Zero waste discharge from the major Railway units.
•

To promote Green built-up spaces and expand tree-cover.

•

Building in house
Management System.

capacity

to

set
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Some Inspirational Quotes of Visionaries on Environment
“What we are doing to the forests of the world is but a mirror
reflection of what we are doing to ourselves and toone
another …”—Mahatma Gandhi

“It is our collective and individual responsibility … topreserve
and tend to the world in which we all live.” —Dalai Lama
“A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself. Forests are the
lungs of our land, purifying the air and giving fresh strength
to our people.” —Franklin D. Roosevelt
“We won’t have a society if we destroy the environment.”
– Margaret Mead
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I.

Jal Shakti Abhiyan

Fresh water is a very precious and scarce resource. Railway is a major consumer of
water for undertaking various sanitary activities. Thus, to be Water Neutral Unit and to
reduce the dependence on Fresh Water Sources, several steps are being taken few
of which are enumerated below.
1. Revival of Devaragudihal Lake (Pic below) with improvement of bund and water
pump. Approximately 10 lakh litres of water is supplied to Hubballi for utilisation in
Colonies, Station and Depots.

This saves Rs. 9 lakh per month on water bills and
also reduces dependence on ground water.
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Devaragudihal Lake: a success story
Devaragudihal lake, one of the largest water bodies in IR with a capacity of 1935 million
litres, was constructed in 1917 to meet the water requirements of Railways. The sprawling
lake, surrounded by hills from three sides and a 599 meter long bund, is spread over 382
acres of land with surface water area of 278 acres.
Water from lake flows to the Ahobalpur pump house through internal ducts and pipe lines by
gravity, where it is filtered and pumped to two over tanks of 2.5 lakh litres capacity each,
constructed over a hillock for supply to Railway colonies and pit lines.
Supply of water from lake to Railway colonies and pits was regularly being done till seven to
eight years ago but drying up of the lake had disrupted the supply and water supply system
had fallen into disuse. Pipeline had been stolen at some places and pumps had become
inoperative.
An amount of Rs. 20 lakhs was being spent monthly by Hubballi division as payment for
water supply, to Hubballi Municipality. Even this source of water supply is not regular, and
several colonies would get only partial supply for a very short period every day.
In order to rejuvenate the huge water body and restore supply from lake following actions
were undertaken
1.Catchment area of lake was carefully surveyed and water flow from catchment area to
reservoir was ensured. Proper survey including foot inspection was conducted to ensure
integrity of bunds and all vulnerable leakages points were plugged.
2. Railway land boundary was identified, and demarcation pillars provided to avoid
encroachment. Fencing of public access area was done.
3. Pump house, filtration plant, water pipelines along with valves were attended.
4.

Afforestation of surrounding area of the lake was done.
Shri A K Singh, the then General Manager, South Western Railway, directed Railway
officials to restore this water supply system to supplement water to stations and
colonies. Under the initiative of Shri P K Mishra, Additional General Manager, South
Western Railway chalked out an action plan to revive the lake by restoring the pumps
which had ceased working, to attend the underground pipeline (almost 15 Km long) and
also repair the tanks in hill top.
In order to rejuvenate the huge water body and restore supply from the lake, Railway
officials led by Divisional Railway Manager, Hubballi, have repaired and restored all
Engineering and electric works and restored the lake at a cost of Rs.2.5 Crores.
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On the occasion of New Year, on 01.01.2021, GM/SWR inaugurated the restoration
project of Water Supply System from Devaragudihal lake to Hubballi for the use of
Railways. The renovated Lake Area of Devaragudihal lake with landscaping was
inaugurated by AGM/SWR and Principal Financial Advisor/SWR. President of South
Western Railway Women’s Welfare Organisation inaugurated Jal Dhara Vatika. The
major inputs given are:

•

At Lake: Cleaning of intake well, stone pitching, lake cabin room renovation,mass
tree plantations and a selfie point

•

At Pump House: Full structural and aesthetic renovation of Pump House including
repairs to filtration equipment, cleaning and roof sheeting of tanks and improvement
of surrounding areas.

•

At Hill Top: Repairs of both reservoirs at hill top by cleaning of tanks, renewal of old
valves, replacement of tank roof sheet, pipe line connection and improvement to
surrounding areas

•

Pipe Line Network: Renewed the damaged/lost pipelines for a length of 700 mtrs
over a span of around 16 Km from the lake to the city including diversion of pipeline
over the critical location of Desai Cross bridge in Hubballi.

The Ahobalapur Pump House where the water supply system from Devaragudihal Lake
to Hubballi was pumped after a gap of almost 10 years was inaugurated by AGM, PFA,
DRM/UBL and Chief Electrical General Engineer. Three pumps have been have been
installed to pump water from Devaragudihal Lake. One Pump is of 100 HP/75 KW
discharging 45 Liters per Second and Two Pumps of 80HP/60 KW each discharging 45
Liters Per Second.
To ensure clean filtered water to the Colonies, Ahobalapur Filtration Plant was
renovated which was inaugurated by Principal Chief Engineer/SWR. With the
restoration of the Lake and water supply to Hubballi approximately 10 to 12 lakh litres of
water will be supplied to the Railway Colonies and Workshops. SWR will be able to
save about Rs. 9 lakh per month in water bills. This restoration work will increase the
frequency of water supply to Colonies and to the Pitlines. To ensure safety and to
monitor the water supply from the Water Plant, 4 MP IP based CCTV cameras have
been installed at 10 vital locations. Two no.s Solar panels have been installed and for
backup power supply 2 UPS with backup power supply of 6 hours have been installed.
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Photographs of the Devaragudihal Lake RestorationProject

Press coverage of the Devaragudihal Lake

Layout of the Devaragudihal Lake
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Filtration Plant and Pump House Before and After Renovation

Hill Top Reservoir Before and Renovation

Hill Top Reservoir After Renovation
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Inauguration of Devaragudihal Lake Renovation Project by GM/SWR

A view of the Devaragudihal Lake
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Perimeter wall of Pump House and Filtration Plant made of Recycled PSC Sleepers

Renovated Pump House Shed
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Filtration Plant

Filtration Stages
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2.
Automatic Coach Washing Plant commissioned in KSR Bengaluru City
Railway Station which reduces the water requirement as well as manpower required
for Coach Washing. The used water is further recycled in order to reduce fresh water
usage.

3. 1300 KLD of Water Recycled per day in SWR.

STP at Bengaluru
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Water Body at Bangarapet renovated
• Diameter of water Body: 10.0 m
• Area of Water body:78.50 sqm

Approximate volume of water to be stored: 235.0 cumecThis water body will help in
recharging of ground water
4.

Provision of Rain Water Harvesting at 65 locations:
UBL

SBC

BNC

MYS

UBLS

MYSS
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Rain Water Harvesting at Mysore Railway Colony
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Rain Water Harvesting Tank at Kuppam

Water body developed at KJM Shed

5. Provision of water meters at PF Hydrants and pit line to use water only when
required and also necessary sluice valves at water mains.
6. Water Audits were conducted at 38 NGT Nominated Stations and suitable actions
being initiated based on the reports.
7. Revival of water pond at Ballari is also under progress.
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❖Rain water Harvesting
➢

2019-20: 83 units of houses (Completed 21,362sqm)

➢

2020-21: 9 Nos - 01 at Kuppam (208 Sqm), 07 at Hindupur (3924
Bengaluru Cantonment (450Sqm)

➢

2021-22:

➢

Planned: 100 units in Bengaluru section: 5000 sqm

25 units in Bangarapet section :1800 Sqm
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Sqm) & 01 at

❖ Rain Water Harvesting system at Officers’ colony Mysuru
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II.

Energy Efficiency in Mass Transportation System
Railways are one of the most energy efficient transportation systems. In an
endeavor to further improve the energy efficiency, following actions have
been taken.

1. South Western Railway has converted all 30 LHB rakes into Head-on- Generation
(HOG) Compliant rakes. SWR has saved Rs. 33.65 crores in 2020-21 and in 2021-22
(April-21) Rs. 3.56 crores has been saved.

Power car block diagram with HOG supply

2.

LED light fittings have been provided in all AC & Non-AC coaches
including MEMU coaches.
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Green Future - Fast Tracking Electrification.
303 route km of Railway track electrified in 2020-21

Electrification of another 1,960 Route km sanctioned/under progress.

Important Ongoing Electrification Works
SN

Section

RKM in
Karnataka

Cost in Rs.
Crore

1

Hospet-Hubballi-Vasco-da-Gama

346

465

2

Chikjajur-Ballari

186

159

3

Londa-Miraj

188

190

4

Gadag-Hotgi

284

561

5

Chikbanavar-Hubballi (Bengaluru-Hubballi)

411

858

6

Yelahanka-Bangarapet

149

138

7

Mysuru-Chamarajanagar

61

57
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Electrification Works in Pipeline
SN

Section

KM in
Karnataka

Cost in Rs.
Crore

1

Hosapete-Swamihalli

59

62

2

Birur-Talguppa

161

152

3

Mysuru-Hassan-Mangaluru

347

316

4

Hassan-Chikbanavar

166

155

5

Kaduru-Chikamangaluru

45

40

55 pairs of trains in 2020-21 & 60 pairs of trains in 2021
(proposed) to be run with electric loco.
18 Tonnes per locomotive per annum reduction in carbon
footprint will be achieved.
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Energy Conservation Initiatives, Harnessing Renewable Energy, Alternate
Fuel and Clean Energy Initiatives
All Workshops, Depots, Office Buildings are not only using its roof-space to
install more and more roof top solar panels but also switching over to energy
saving fixtures such as LED light bulbs, BLDC Fans, etc which serves as a twopronged strategy to minimize electricity consumption. Some achievements of
SWR have been enumerated below.
1. In Central Workshop, Mysore (MYSS) & Carriage Repair Workshop,
Hubballi(UBLS), Biogas is being generated and used internally.
2. 4.94 Million Units of Renewable Energy has been generated.
3. Energy Audits were conducted at all of 38 Stations nominated by NGT.
4. Installation of solar panels on roofs in office buildings, workshops, stations
and diesel sheds along with rain water harvesting is also being carried
out with the aim of making them energy neutral and water neutral. Some of
the major Solar Power Generating projects are:
a. Rail Soudha: 250 kW capacity Solar Power
b. Hubli Workshop: 1040 kW capacity Solar Power
c. Mysore Workshop: 500 kW capacity Solar Power.

The Total Solar Power Generated in SWR is 4.535 MW.

For the first time in SWR, 16 Solar pumps installed
at various stations in Bengaluru Division

Energy saving to the tune of approx. Rs.14.17
lakhs per annum.
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Mysuru Division installed Solar Panels at different locations in their jurisdiction and
generated 297985 Kw hr resulting in savings of Rs.12,51,366 per annum.

A view of the Roof Top Solar Panels fitted in Central Workshop, Mysuru

Solar panel at Mysuru Station

Solar Light at Mysuru
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16 Nos Solarpumps has been installed at various stations i.e. SBC YPR BWT
KJM WFD & BAND. Energy saving to the tune of approx. Rs.14.17 lakhs per
annum.

Motion and occupancy sensors

Solar Panel at Birur Station

MYS Division is able to save Rs. 12 lakhs p.a. and
SBC Division is able to save Rs. 14.1 lakhs p.a. by adopting
Solar power
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Energy Performance

1250 Nos of old conventional ceiling fans were replaced with 28W energy efficient
BLDC Fans at KJM Shed, Running room at Yesvantpur Station andother service
buildings over SBC Division. By this Revenue savings of Appx.Rs12 lakhs is
anticipated

100% LED light fitting
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Energy Efficient Fittings

LED Lighting: MYS

LED Lighting: Mysuru

LED Lighting: Arsikere
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BLDC Fans at Mysuru

38 Stations of SWR have achieved ISO 14001:2015
Certification (Environment Management System)
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Accolades and Achievements of SWR

BEE-5 Star Rating of DRM
Building, SBC (1st iGovt Building
in Karnataka)

ISO-14001 Certificate for ASK
Station

ISO 14001 Certificate of UBLS

BEE-5 Star Rating of Railway
Hospital, SBC (1st Hospital in
Karnataka)

ISO-14001 Certificate for SBC
Station

5S Accreditation Certificate of
MYSS
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Gold Rating received by
Rail Soudha from IGBC

Green Rated CfO for CMNR
Station

Green Rated CfO for BGM
Station

Green Industrial Units
South Western Railway is fully committed to make itself Water and Energy Neutral.
The Railway also envisages to reduce its carbon footprint. In view of the same, all its
buildings are being provided with Green Building Features. BEE-Star Energy Rating is
also being conducted of all major buildings for the same purpose. Some of the steps
taken have been enumerated below.
South Western Railway got all 38 NGT identified stations certified for ISO- 14001.

ISO-14001 Certificate of ASK Station

ISO-14001 Certificate of SBC Station

20 stations have already obtained Consent for Operation under Water and
AirAct. Remaining 18 to obtain the CfO shortly.
3 buildings have obtained Green Existing Building Rating System namely:
d. Rail Soudha (SWR Hqs)-Gold Rating
e. Carriage Repair Workshop, Hubli-Bronze Rating
f. Central Workshop, Mysore- Gold Rating.

Memento Certifying Gold Rated Green Building
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EMD Shed, Carriage Repair Workshop, Hubli (UBLS) and Central Workshop,
Mysore (MYSS) along with 6 C&W Depots (4 Chg + 2 Wagons) has obtained ISO14001.
UBLS & MYSS have obtained 5-S accreditation.
Rail Heritage Museum in Hubballi with Green Building features ie Rain Water Harvesting,
Energy saving lighting fixtures, and a garden full of greenery..

A view of the Rail Heritage Museum, Hubballi

A glimpse of artefacts displayed in Rail Heritage Museum
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Mysore Rail Museum is renovated with great focus on its aesthetics
andgreen building features.

Rail Museum, Mysuru with Green Building Features and Green landscaping
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At YPR –3 vermi-compost pits have been installed.
STC, Bangalore has a food waste to compost conversion facility.
.300 Nos of Energy Efficient BLDC fans have been replaced in SBC
Divisional office as a Railway incorporation of Green Building
Features.

All Railway Stations Railway, Office Buildings, Depots, Sheds and
Workshops are being provided with energy saving LED-Lamps.

LED Lamps fitted across all stations as an EcoFriendly measure.

30 Nos of Motion Sensors have been installed over DRM office, SBC to save
energy.

Motion Sensor and BLDC Fans

BLDC Fans fitted in Railway Stations
across SWR
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Sewage Treatment Plant at Sir M Visveswaraya TerminalBaiyappanahalli
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III TOWARDS A GREEN FUTURE
More than 200 gardens developed in all over SWR covering an area of
approximately 5 hectares. Several nurseries also developed in SWR.

Nursery at Belgaum
37

.
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Stepped Garden at LMT
39

.

Yellagiri park at SKPT colony area, SBC Division

In association with forest dept., IOC & NGO-“Say Trees” Miyawaki Forests
were developed in Krishnarajapuram, Hejjala, Kengeri & Bangarpet.
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Miyawaki Forest Developed at Bangarpet

Miyawaki Forest with waterbody developed at KGI
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Miyawaki Forest developed at KJM
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Urban Forest at Bangalore Cantt.

Miyawaki Forest at Hejjala

Gardens at Hubballi area
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Sursangam vatika at Hubballi station

Gulbahar park at Brook Road colony,
Hubballi

Sarvodhya Udyan at Keshwapur
colony,Hubballi

Rail museum at Gadag Road, Hubballi

Gardens at Ballari & Vijayapura
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Gardens at Almatti

Vertical Garden at Dharwad

Garden at Gadag Railway station
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Gardens developed over Mysuru Division

Hassan

Mysuru

Kundli

Shivamogga Town

Sagar Jambaguru

Mysuru
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Nurseries over Mysuru Division

Arsikere

Hassan

Mysuru
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Composting plant at Mysuru

Solid waste composting plant started in Mysuru Division in
March 2021, wih a capacity of 1000 kg waste collection per
day

Plantation drives at Hubballi
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Tree Plantation over Mysuru

Swami Vivekananda Adventure Park, Hubballi

Increase in green cover as well as improved the aesthetics of the area with only using
recylced railway scrap materials in environment friendly manner
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Gardens Over Bengaluru Division

SN

Section

Area of
Gardening
done

No of Stations Covered

(In Sqm)
1

BWT

2 Stations (BWT & BSM)

1780

6 Stations
(KGI, RMGM, CPT, MAD, MYA & HJL)

2

MYA

6896

3

KIGL

2506

4

DPJ

1467

5

HUP

9502

6

YPR

930

7

General

9082

1 Station (SBC)

4317

5 Stations (BYPL, KJM, HDIH, WFD
& MLO)

36479 Sqm

25 Stations

8

Central
Total for
Bengaluru
Division

3 Stations (KIGL, NMGA & SBGA)
3 Stations (DPJ, BAND & HSRA)
3 Stations (HUP, PKD & SSPN)
2 Stations (YPR & YNK)
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Izzatghar at Stations
❖ Izzat Ghar provided at 6 stations Mysuru Division

Mysuru

Davangere
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Recycle & Re-use
Utilisation of Released PSC Sleepers for constructed platform
❖ Construction of Platform for loading/unloading at Bidadi station
Siding

❖ Construction of Rail Level Platform at Maralahalli Station
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❖ Construction of RORO Ramp at Nelamangala

❖ Construction of Compound Wall behind Mantri Mall to curb
Encroachment / Unauthorized Entry
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Coordination and Collaboration
Joint inspection with BBMP additional commissioner and chief engineer to locate and
identify garbage dumping and trespassing locations between SBC-KGI Sections
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Solid Waste Management
Solid Waste Management is a very important part of Environment Management. Pollution
Control Board has strict guidelines regarding proper disposal of solid waste and Railway
has to manage the waste generated with strict compliance to the guidelines. Following
initiatives are being taken by SWR towards ensuring the same.

New Solid Waste Management Plant of 2 Tonnes per day has been set up
in MNGT, Mysore.

Process Flow of SWM Plant of Mysuru

Inauguration of SWM Plant by GM/SWR
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Inspection of SWM Plant of Mysuru by GM/SWR
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Inauguration of Solid Waste Management Plant in Mysuru by GM/SWR in March
2021 to convert Wet Waste generated in Colonies, Stations and other Railway
premises in Mysuru to Compost
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20 Plastic Bottle Crushing Machines installed in SWR to encourage recycling
06 Sanitary Napkin vending machines installed in following stations: UBL, BJP,
SBC, YPR, SMET & MYS.
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Sanitary Pad Dispenser and Incinerator
29
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Segregated waste collection (twin bins) introduced in all stations.

Twin Bins to Segregate Waste at Source
Separate bins for collection of bio-medical wastes being provided.

Bio-Medical Waste Bin placed in station
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AWARENESS AND OUTREACH
PLASTIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
Awareness campaigns were conducted at Railway stations with placards highlighting
penalty clause for littering

❖ Exchanging of plastic bags with cloth bags to the passengers.

Nukkad Nataks with the message of ban plastic was given and exchanging of plastic
bags with cloth bags to the passengers wascarried out.
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❖

Around 3000 posters on Ban plastic was provided for 44 trains of
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SBC division

Plasticasaur, to spread the theme of “Ban Plastic”

An Effigy named Plasticasura was created
out of plastic bottles as a part of Awareness
campaign to ban use of plastics in Railway
premises.

Distribution of cotton bags in place of
plastic ones.

Posters are available at all Railway Stations to inform passengers to prevent
littering of stations.
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Press coverage of plastic ban drive held
in railway stations

Posters on Plastic Ban is also provided in trains to prevent passengers from
bringing in plastics as Karnataka has a No Plastic Use Policy.

Plastic Ban posters in coaches
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Swachch Bharat, Swachch Rail and Green Railways
100 hours of Shramadaan being carried out every year (2 hrs per week) by every
employee in HQ, workshops, diesel sheds and other units wherein cleaning of
railway premises and its adjoining to promote the idea of “Swachha Rail Swachha
Bharat”. At Headquarters, 123 events of Shramdaan were held with active
participation of GM/SWR and other officers and staff.

Shramdaan being conducted in in Hubli by staff and officers of SWR HQ
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Shramadaan at various stations over SWR with intensive cleaning of tracks
and its adjoining areas

Plantation of Saplings to promote afforestation and green
environment.
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SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY
Website: https://swr.indianrailways.gov.in/
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